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WEAK SPECTRAL EQUIVALENCE AND WEAK SPECTRAL 
CONVERGENCE 
GABRIELA DINESCU, Bucharest 
(Received August 3, 1982) 
In this paper we define the weak spectral pseudo-distance between two operators 
in -^{X) (X being a Banach space), starting from a formula of F. H. Vasilescu ([8]). 
Using this pseudo-distance, we introduce the notions of weak spectral equivalence 
and weak spectral convergence. We show (Theorem 2.21) that the weak spectral 
equivalence is really weaker than the usual spectral equivalence. 
In this framework we prove some familiar results concerning the spectral equi-
valence as: the equality of spectra and of the subspaces XT[F) (for definitions see 
Sec. 1), the permanence of the s.v.e.p. (cf. Definition 1.6) and of the decomposability 
(see Theorem 2.16) as well as the connections with functional calculus and with 
the similarity. On the other hand, we prove that the weak spectral convergence also 
preserves the s.v.e.p. and the decomposability (see Theorems 3.8 and 3.9). 
In order to obtain conditions upon which the weak spectral equivalence is preserved 
by passing to subspaces and quotient spaces, properties of permanence of the local 
spectrum are studied. Related to this, the notion of the ß-analytically invariant sub-
space is introduced and the formulas for the local spectrum in some particular 
examples of quotient spaces are given. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us recall the definition of the Hausdorff distance between two sets and the 
basic definitions from the spectral theory of operators in a Banach space. 
a) The Hausdorff distance between two sets. Definition 1.1. Let Ä,BbQ two non-void 
subsets of С We define 
ô(A, в) = sup inf \X — ß\ , 
леА цеВ 
p{A, В) = max {ö{A, В); ô{B, А)} . 
The following properties are known or easy to prove: 
Lemma 1.2. 
a) Ô{A, B) = OoAcz В; 
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b) Ô{A, В) = Ô{B, А) = 0<>А = В; 
c) <5( ,̂ В) = 0{Я, В). 
Lemma 1.3. For non-void sets A, В, С in С, 
Ö{A, В) è Ô{A, С) + Ô{C, В), 
p{A, В) й p{A, С) + p{C, В) . 
Lemma 1.4. Let {A^}^ and {Bß}ß be two families of non-void sets in C. We have 
Ô(\JA„ \JBß) = süpinfo(A,,Bß). 
a ß OL ß 
Remark 1.5. Adopting the conventions sup /^ = 0 and inf Я̂  = oo, where {2 j is 
ie0 160 
a family of positive (finite or not) numbers. Definition 1.1 and Lemmas 1.2, 1.3 and 
1.4 include also the case when A ov В (or both) are the void set. We obtain, for A 
non-void, 
(5(0, Л) = 0 ; d{A, 0) = 00 ; (5(0, 0) = 0 . 
If we consider p{A, B) = max {S(A, B); ô{B, A)}, with A, В с C, void or not, 
p becomes an "écart" ([4], § 1, Def. 1). 
b) The single valued extension property and the decomposability. Let X be a Banach 
space and let ^(X) be the set of all continuous linear operators on X. Consider 
Te ^{X). 
Let У be an invariant subspace for Г. Denote by a(T) the spectrum of T, by Г | У 
the restriction of Tto the subspace У(Г | Ye ^{Y)) and by te ^{X) the co-induced 
operator Ton Z = XJY. 
Definition 1.6. (see [5]). The operator Te £^{X) has the single valued extension 
property (s. V. e. p.) if for any analytic function/ : Df -^ X {D^ с С open), the iden­
tity (Я/ - T)f{X) = 0 on Df imphes that/(A) ~ 0 on Dj-. 
Denote by ^(X) the set of all operators in J^(X) which have the s.v.e.p. 
For Те ^(X), we say that a point Яо e С is in the local resolvent QT{^) of X e X 
if there is an analytic function À -> XT{À) (necessarily unique) defined in a neigh-
bourhood of Яо, with values in Z , such that (Я/ — T) x^(Я) = x. 
The local spectrum of x e X is (Тг(х) = ^Qri^)-
For F closed in C, we define 
Хт{Р) = {хеХ\(Тт{х)с1Р}, 
Definition 1.7. (see [6]). Consider Те ^(X) and У an invariant subspace for T 
У is called analytically invariant for Tif for every analytic function f : Df -^ X 
[Dj cz С open), the condition (Я/ — T)f{X) eY on Df implies that/(Я) e У on Df. 
У is called T-absorbing if for any Я G (Г(Т\ У) the inclusion {x | (Я/ - T)xeY} с 
с У holds. 
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y is called a spectral maximal space of Г if for any subspace Z invariant for T, 
the inclusion а(Т\ Z) c: (J(T\ Y) implies Z a Y. 
Definition 1.8 (see [5]). An operator-Те ^(X) is called decomposable if for every 
finite open covering {^Ji^/^« of О-(Г) there exist {^^Ji^,-^,, spectral maximal spaces 
n 
of г such that а{т\ 7 j a G.{1 й i й n) and X = J] ^i-
i = i 
We will denote by ^(X) the set of decomposable operators. 
Note that ЦХ) с ^(X) (see, for instance, [5], Ch. 2,1.4). 
Definition 1.9 (see [8]). For Г^, 7̂2 e ^{X), denote 
k = 0 n-^ao 
Remark 1.10. In [8], F. H. Vasilescu proved that, if T ,̂ T2 G ̂ {X), then 
dsp(Ti, T2) = sup sup inf IЯ — fi\ . 
xeX Ä€(TTI{-^) яео'тгС^) 
In fact, a careful look at the proof of that result shows that the inequality 
djT,, T2) ^ sup sup inf |Я - p\ 
remains valid for T^, T2 e ^{X). 
Denote p{T,, T^) = max {d,,{T,, T^); ^ДГ^, T,)] (see [ l ] , [2]). 
Definition 1.11. We say that T^, T2 G c^(X) are spectral equivalent (or quasi-
nilpotent equivalent) if p{T^, T2) = 0. We denote this by T^ - ' ^ T2 (see [5], Ch. 1, 2). 
Consider To, T„ G ^(X) (n ^ l). We say that the sequence T,^ converges spectrally 
to To if p{T„, To) -> 0. We denote this by 7], ~>'^ T^ (see, for instance, [2]). 
c) Analytic residuum. The following notions were introduced in [lO]. 
Definition 1.12. Let TE ^{X). An open set f2 с С is a set of analytic uniqueness 
for T if for any open set ш с ß and any analytic function /0 : со -^ X, the identity 
(Я/ — Г)/о(Я) = 0 on О) implies that/o(A) = 0 on w. 
Denote by Qj the maximal open set of analytic uniqueness for T; then Sj = ZQj 
is called the analytic residuum of T. 
Remark 1.13. S^ = 0 if and only if T has the s.v.e.p. Note also that Sj с G{T). 
Definition 1.14. An analytic function/^ : Dj- -^ X verifying the equation 
is called a T-associated function for x G X . 
For xeX, denote by ô^^x) the open set of the points ÀQGC with the property 
that AQ has a neighbourhood where there exists at least one T-associated function of x. 
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Denote 
QT{X) = àj{x) n Qj , 
crj(x) = C^r(^) = 77(-^) ^-^r • 
Remark 1.15. The T-associated function is not generally unique; however, it is 
unique on ^r(x). 
If Thas the s.v.e.p., then Ут(х) = <jj(x) and aj^x) has the usual meaning. 
Definition 1.16. For Те ^{X) and F closed in C, denote 
Xj{F) = {xeX\ C^T{^) CZ F} , 
Xr{F) = {xeX\y,{x)czF}. 
2. WEAK SPECTRAL EQUIVALENCE 




p„{T„ T2) = max {Ô,XT„ T,y, 0^{Т„ T,)} . 
Remark 2.2. According to the facts mentioned in Remark 1.10, if T^ and T2 are 
decomposable, then ö^{T^, T2) = <^sp('̂ i' ^2) ^^^ if they have the s.v.e.p., then 
(5^Ti, Г2) ^ ^sp('^b ^2)- The equality remains true if T2 is decomposable and T^ 
is semi-decomposable (i.e. if T^ has the s.v.e.p. and for every closed F,Xj^{F) is 
closed) ([12], Cor. 1 of Th. 6.4). 
The above mentioned inequality is false if T^ has not the s.v.e.p. and T2 has this 
property. 
Example . Consider X = /^, T^ the adjoint of the unilateral shift, T2 = 0. One 
shows that T^ ф ^{x) and Sj^ = D^, where D^ denotes the unit disc centered at the 
origin (see Appendix A, 1). Therefore (JTX^) = ^1 ^^^ 
f ^___\ Ф if X = 0 , 
^ r . W - - | | 0 } if х ф О . 
It follows that 
hence 0^(7^, T2) = 00. 
On the other hand, 
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Я'т^-)^-гМ-[з[П,.{0])=^1 if ХФО, 
 
d,,{T„ T,) = Ш \\{T, \ T.f'Y'" = \\TtU = 1 • 
Remark 2.3. It is easy to see that рД'^и ^2) = oo if and only if one of the opera­
tors has the s.v.e.p. and the other has not the s.v.e.p. (we use that fact that 
sup Ö((TY^(X), (JTii^)) = ^^P ^^P 1̂  ~ /̂ 1 < ^ ) -
Remark 2.4. For every Те ^{X\ 
\\Tl, = d^{ZO) 
(the proof is simple). 
Remark 2.5. In general, ^ДТ^, Г2) ф ^^{Т2, Т^). 
Example . Let i7* be the adjoint of the unilateral shift on /̂  and let To e ^{l^) 
be such that а{То) = {Х^] with Яо i D^ = {À e C\ Щ S !}• 
We know that (7u*{>^) = ^1 for all x e l^. We obviously have (УТО{^) {^O} for all 
X e /- \ {0} and 0-7̂ (̂0) = 0. Therefore 
^^L^*, Го) = sup sup inf \l — /x| = 
= max [ sup sup |Я — XQ\; S(DI, 0)} = max { sup |Я — Ло|; со} = oo 
and 
xel^ ÀeDi AeDi 
дгФО 
^ДТо, [/*) = sup sup inf |л — /i| = 
= max { sup in f | i — ÀQ\; ô(Q, D^)} = max {inf |Я -- Яо|?0} = inf|2 -- ÀQ\ . 
Jce/2 ;.eD, AeDi ÄeDi 
Therefore, we obtain (ЗДГо, (7*) < r ,̂,(L/*, Го). 
Lemma 2.6. For Г^, Г2, T^ e ^(X), the triangle inequahty holds: 
p^{T,, Г3) й P^Ti, T2) + р Д Г „ Гз) . 
Proof. It results immediately from Lemma L3 and the subadditivity of the 
supremum. 
Remark 2.7. p^^ is a semi-metric (it is not a metric: Py^{T, O) = ЦгЦдр = 0 for Г 
quasi-nilpotent, Г Ф O). 
b) The weak spectral equivalence. Definition 2.8. Let Г^, Г2 e ^(X). We say that 
r^ is weakly spectrally equivalent to Г2 if 
p^{T,,T2) = 0. 
We denote this by T^ - ^ Г2. 
It is clear that '^^ is an equivalence relation. 
Remark 2.9. If T^ and Г2 have the s.v.e.p., then the spectral equivalence T^ '^'^ Г2 
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implies the weak spectral equivalence T^ ^"^ Г2; we shall prove later (Theorem 2.21) 
that this fact is true for any operators in ^(X). If 1\ and T2 are decomposable, the 
two notions are equivalent (cf. Remark 2.2). 
Remark 2.10. T^ --'*' T2 means that, for every x e X , р((^тХ^)^ ^Tii^)) = Ö' ^rX^) 
being compact, it follows from Lemma 1.2, b) that T^ ^^ T2 is equivalent to О-^^(Х) = 
= (TTzi^) ^^^ every XEX. 
Proposition 2.11. a) / / Sj^ = Sj^ and УтХ^) ^ yrzi^) f^^ every xeX, then 
T,^^T2. 
b) Conversely, if T^ '^'^ T2, then Sf^ = Sj^. 
If, moreover, УтХ^) ^ Sj-^ = Ут2{^) ^ ^Т2 f^^ every x eX, then УтХ^) =" УтХ^) 
for every XEX. 
Proof, a) is obvious, by the definition of ^^^(л:) and Remark 2.10. 
b) We know that УтХ^) ^ ^TI = УггМ ^ ^ TZ ^^^' every xeX, in particular for 
X = 0. But ут^{0) = 0 (obviously ^r(O) = ^ for Те if(x)). Hence ST, = S^^. 
It is known that A uB = A и С and A n В = A n С imply that В = C. We 
take A = S^^ = S^^, В = УтХ^)-> С = УгзМ ^"d the statement follows. 
This proposition has the following immediate interestmg 
Corollary 2.12. Let T^, Г2 e J^(X). / / T^ - ^ Г̂  and T^ has the s.v.e.p,, then T^ 
has the s.v.e.p. as well. 
Proposition 2.13. Let T,, Г^ e ^{X). If T, - " T ,̂ then 
a(T,) = a{T2). 
Proof. For every xeX, о'т,{х) = ^ггМ- Hence by [10], Prop. 2.4, Cor. 1, 
(j{T,) = и атХ^) = и ^ r . W = 4^2) • 
xeX x^X 
Proposition 2.14. Let T^, T2 e ^{X) and let F be closed in C. 
a) / / Ti - ^ T 2 , then 
Г XjiF) ^ XjlF)', 
2° Xj^F) = XjJ^F) in each of the following cases: 
a) ST. С F (/ = 1, 2) , 
ß) УтМ о ST, = уф) п ST, (V)X е X 
b) Conversely, if XTJ^F) = XTJ^^) f^^ every F closed in C, then T^ ^^ T2. 
Proof, a) 1° Obvious. 
2° a) Since ST, С F, XT^F) = Xr,(F) and one applies 1°. 
ß) By Proposition 2.11, b). 
b) Obviously, xeXTj^cfT2{x)) for every xeX, Therefore, by hypothesis, xe 
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EXT^{(TJ^[X)), that is, from the definition of J^jj(.), (^тХ^) ^ ^Tii-^)- ^^^ other in­
clusion can be proved in the same way. 
Remark 2.15. A result similar to point b) was obtained for the spectral equivalence 
([5], Ch. 2, Th. 2.2), but only in the case of decomposable operators (in this case, 
the two notions of the equivalence coincide). 
Theorem 2.16. Let T ,̂ T2 e S£(X). If T^ - ^ T2 abd T^ is decomposable, then T2 
is decomposable as well. 
Proof. Tlie proof will proceed in several steps. 
a) By Corollary 2.12, T^ and Tj have the s.v.e.p.. 
b) Г By Proposition 2.14, a), Xj^^) = Х^^^) for every F closed in С Denote 
Y, = XrXf) = XriF), 
T 7p = XJX^) is invariant for T^; hence T^iY^) a Yy. 
3° Because Tj is decomposable, Yp = Xj^^) is a spectral maximal space for Tj 
for every F closed, F a а[Т^) ([5], Ch. 2, Th. 1.5) hence for every F closed in С 
Indeed Xj^F) = Xj^P ^ K^i)) ( M , Ch. 1, 1.1) and F n G(T,) CZ (T{TI). 
Therefore Yp is closed. On the other hand, Yf = ^^гзС^) ^^^ ^2 has the s.v.e.p.. 
It follows ([5], Ch. 1, Prop. 3.8) that Yf is a spectral maximal space for T2 and that 
cr{T2 I Yp) cz F. 
4° It follows that 
a{T2 \YF) c: F (V)F closed (from 3°) 
T2{yi) c: Yp (VF) closed (from 2°) . 
Hence ([5], Ch. 2, Th. 2.6) T2 is decomposable. 
Proposition 2.17. Let T^, T2 e ^(X) and let f : D -> С be an analytic function 
defined on a neighbourhood of Ö-(7\) ucr(T2), nonconstant on every component of D. 
'lfT,^-T2,thenf{T,)^-f{T2). 
Proof. From [11], III, 3.15 and 3.17, it follows that/(^^^(x)) = 7/(r,)(^) (^ e Z ) 
a n d ^ S j . ) = 5'y.(j.) (г = 1, 2). Therefore 
= f{y,^lx) u Sr,) = fi^yrH) (1=1 2) 
and (TTX^) = crj^(x) implies that (Т/(то{^) "= ^/(Г2)(-^) ^^^ every x EX. 
Now we show how the similarity preserves the local spectral properties. 
Lemma 2.18. Let Te^{X) and let U be an invertible operator in ^(X). The 
following equalities hold: 
aj Sf = ̂ ^u-^Tu^ 
b) Ут{их) = yv-iTu{x) (V)xeX. 
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Proof, a) Let œ cz Qj^ and let f : со -^ X hi an analytic function with 
{ÀI - U~^TU)f{X) = 0 on CO. Hence U \ÀI - T) и/(л) = 0 on о; and, U~' 
being injective, (ÀI — T) и/(Я) = 0 on со. 
Define fu :cD -^ X by fu{}) = U f{X). It is easy to prove that f^ is an analytic 
function. Moreover, (Я/ -- T)fu{k) = 0 on со; ш is included in ß j , so that/(y(2) = 0 
on w. By the injectivity" of U we obtain/(A) = 0 on со. Hence со a Qu-iju, so that 
The converse inclusion can be proved in the same way, using/^/(Я) = IJ~^ f{)). 
b) We prove that ôj{Ux) = <5f;-ijt;(x). 
Let /to e f3r((7̂ ) and let D be a neighbourhood of AQ, for which there exists an 
analytic function/ : D ~> X with {XI - T)f{X) = Ux on D, or U~\ÀI - Г)/(Я) = 
= X on i). Define f^ : D -> X by /Ц(А) = U"^ f(À); fu is an analytic function and 
U-\XI ~ T)^fu{X) = X on D, or (ÀI - U-^TU)fu{X) ~ x on D. Therefore 
AQ E Ои-1^ууХ). 
In the same way the converse inclusion can be proved. 
Corollary 2.19. Let ZU e ^{X\ U invertible. We have 
(TT{UX) = (Ta-iTu{x) (V)x e X . 
Proposition 2.20. Let T ,̂ Г̂  e ^(X) and let U e ^(X) be invertible. If T^ ^"^ T2 
then U-^T^U -^LZ-^T^l/. 
Proof. By hypothesis, (TJ^(X) = C7j^[x) for every xeX, therefore aj^^(Ux) = 
= (7j^{Ux) for every x eX. From Corollary 2.19 we obtain (Уи-^Tiui^) = ^U-^T2U{^) 
for every xeX, that is, U'^T^U -^''U-^T^V^ 
We observe that in [5], Ch. 1, § 2 we can separate the existence from the uniqueness 
of the extension of the resolvent; we obtain 
Theorem 2.21. / / T ,̂ T2 e if(Z) and T^ -^^ Г2, then T^ - ^ Г2. 
Proof. We shall prove that УгХ^) = iTii^) ^^^ every xeX and that 5^^ = Sj^. 
a) yj^^x) = утХ^) forllos as in [5], Ch. 1, Th. 2.4. 
Let AQ e ôj^^{x); there exist an open neighbourhood D of AQ and an analytic function 
Xi : D -^ X such that (Я/ ~ T^) Xi(X) = x on D. We take DQ С SJ^{X) and construct 
an analytic function X2 on D with (dl — T2) Х2(Я) = x on D. It follows that AQ e 
€ Ôj^[x). 
The other inclusion is proved in the same way. 
b) In order to prove that Sj^ = Sj^, we use the proof of The. 2.3, Ch. 1 from [5]. 
Let Df CZ Qj^ and htf : Df -> X be an analytic function with (Я/ - Г2)/(Я) = 0 
on Df. One constructs, for every AQ G Dy, an analytic function .<ŷ  on С \ {AQ} which 
verifies (juI ~ T^) g^^ß) = /(Яо) and puts 
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which is an analytic function on Int D(ÀQ, TQ) C= D^; in particular, /1д̂  is an analytic 
function and verifies (fil — T^) h^^[n) = /(А^) on Int D{XQ, VQ). 
Now, Dj- a Qj.^ and (Int D{ÀO, TQ)) \ {Яо] ^ ^/- It follows that ö'io = ^ho ^^ ^he 
open connected set (Int D(2o, TQ)) \ {Яо}» therefore we can construct an analytic 
function 
f 0 {,Л ~ ^^M for /г Ф Яо , 
^'°^^^~К(^) for А̂  = Яо, 
which verifies (fil ~ T,)fl{^) = /(Яо) on all С By [7], 2.1(c),/(д^^ must be 0. 
Яо being arbitrary,/(Я) ^ 0 on Df, hence Dy c: Qj^. 
In conclusion, Qj^^ cz ßj^,, the other inclusion being proved in the same manner. 
c) Properties of permanence of the local spectrum. In order to obtain some results 
concerning the permanence of the weak spectral equivalence by passing to subspaces 
and quotient spaces, we are interested in the behaviour of the local spectrum in these 
cases. 
It is known that, if Те ^(X) and Fis an invariant subspace for T, then 
Г ST\Y ^ ST; УГ|УМ ^ 7rW (x^^)l 
r Sf cz ST U (X{T\ F ) ; ST C: SfU ^{Т\ F); ут{х) cz ут{х) c ут{х) u а{Г\ Y) 
(x E X) (see for instance [3], 1.1). 
First we shall study conditions upon which the equality (Тт\^{х) = (^j{x) holds 
for X e Y. 
For this purpose we introduce a notion which generahzes the notion of the ana­
lytically invariant subspace. 
Definition 2.22. Let Те i f (Z) and let F be an invariant subspace for T. Let Q be an 
open set in С We say that Fis Q-analytically invariant for Tif for every open set 
CO cz ß and every analytic function f : со -^ X which verifies (Я/ — T)f{X) e F for 
every ÀE œ, the function/is F-valued. 
Remark 2.23. A C-analytically invariant subspace is analytically invariant for T. 
Remark 2.24. The subspace {0} is ^-analytically invariant for Tif and only if Q 
is a set of analytic uniqueness for T(see Def. 1.12). The subspace Fis ß-analytically 
invariant for Tif and only if ß is a set of analytic uniqueness for T e Jèf (Z/F). 
Examples . 1) If F i s an invariant subspace for T, then F i s ^(T)-analytically 
invariant for T. 
Indeed, let CDCZQ^T) and let/ico ^ Z be an analytic function with (Я/ — T)f(À) e F 
for every Àeœ. Now Xeco cz д{Т) and (Я/ - t)f{X) == Ô imply /(Я) = Ö, that is, 
f{Ä)eY 
2) Denote by A the example from [6J, 2.28, that is: 
Let (7* be the adjoint of the unilateral shift on /̂  and let Я e С \ {0} with |я| < ^. 
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Denote by £д the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue Я. We know (see Ap­
pendix A, 1) that ^t'* = {'̂ l 1̂1 > U-
£; is not analytically invariant, but it is ß^y»-analytically invariant. 
The first statement is proved in [6]. Let us prove the second one. 
Let CD c: Qyt and let /:co-> /̂  be analytic and such that (juI — (7*)/(/i) e £; on со. 
We ÛX jLieco and denote /(/г) = {->Сп}п̂ о- Hence /ix„_i — x„ = ~rÀ"~^ [n ^ 1, 
r G С), so that 
Xn = — ^ У'-'^Хо + (r - Яхо) /X" - гЯ"] . 
/г — л 
Because {х„) e /^, it follows that \x„\^ -> 0; /x being of modulus greater than 1, 
we have XQ = 0 and r = 0. Hence/(^) = 0 G £; . 
The following result is a generalization of ([6], Theorems 3.7 and 2.26) which 
prove that a spectral maximal space is analytically invariant for T, if Thas the s.v.e.p.. 
Proposition 2.25. / / Te£^{X) and Y is a spectral maximal space for T, then Y 
is Qj-analytically invariant for T. 
Proof. Fis 7-absorbing, cf. [6], Th. 3.7. Now the proof follows that of Th. 2.26 
from [6]. 
Let oj a Qj and l e t / : ш -> Z be an analytic function with (Я/ — T)fi^X) e 7on со. 
Because Y is T-absorbing, it follows that/(A) G У for /I e а{Т\ Y). 
Now let X G Q{T\ Y) n œ. There exists (Я/ - Т\ Y)~K Denote 
y{A) = {ÂI - T)f{X)eY; 
(XI — T)~^ y(X) makes sense and is in Y. 
We have 
3;(Я) = (Я/ - T) (AI - T)-' y{X}, y{X) =. {XI - T)f{X) . 
It follows that (XI - T) [f{X) - {XI ~ T)'^ y{X)'] = 0 for Я G со n ^(Г | Y) a 
c= Qj. Hence/(Я) = {XI - T)'' y{?^ e Y, 
Proposition 2.26. Let Te ^{X) and let Y he an invariant subspace for T. If Y 
is Qj-analytically invariant for T, then for every x G У, 
(Jr,y(x) CI ат{х) . 
Proof. We prove that QT{X) C: QT\Y{X), that is Qj n ^j(x) cz Q^^y n (5j|jr(x). We 
know that Qj a ß^jy. 
Let С be a connected component of ôj{x); we know that G cz Q^ or G a Sj. We 
take G с ôj{x) n Qj cz Qj^y^ ^ t̂ us show that G cz (5j|y(x). Because G cz Qj, 
there exists a unique analytic function f : G -^ X satisfying {XI — T)f{}) = xeY. 
Now G cz QJ and Y is ß^-analytically invariant, therefore /(Я) G Y. In other words, 
f : G -^ 7 verifies the required relation, hence G с ^j^|y(x). 
Proposition 2.27. Let Те ^{x) and let Y be an invariant subspace for T, If Y is 
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Qj-analytically invariant for T and Qf^y ~ ^т^ then for every x e Y, 
Proof. By the previous proposition, gr{x) с ^jjy(x). Now, QT\Y{^) — ^T\Y{^) ^ 
n Qj^Y = ^г\у{^) П ß j с: ôj(x) гл Qj = Qj{x), using the hypothesis and the in­
clusion ^rirW ^ àj{x). 
We now give an example showing that without the additional hypothesis in Pro-
position 2.27 (i.e. Qj]^Y ~ ^т) the equality (Тт\у{^) = ^т(^) ̂ ^У f̂ î -
We use Example A. 
It is easy to prove that S^^^E^ "^ 0' ^(^* I ^ù ^ W ^^^ therefore (TU*\EJ^X) g {Я}. 
On the other hand, (Ти*[х) = D^ for every x e £д. Hence cr̂ *ĵ .̂ (x) £ (^u*{^)' Note 
that E; is ^[/^-analytically invariant, but {Я| Щ > 1} = Qu* 9 ^о*|£л = *̂ -
Corollary 2.28. If T has the s.v.e.p. and Y is analytically invariant for T, then 
(Гт1г{х) = (JT{X) 
for every x eX. 
Proof. Qj = С = ÜT\Y and Fis C-analytically invariant. 
Example. Denote by В the following example. Let iC be a compact set in C, 
ЦК) = {f:K-^C\f bounded}, ^(iC) = {f:K~>C\f continuous}. Let M^ be 
the multiplication by x in ЦК): M^f{x) — xf(x) for every x e K. 
We can show that M^ e ЦЦК)), ^{K) is analytically invariant for M^ and for 
every/G ^(X), 
<^M^\<ë(K){f) = ö-Afi/) = supp/ 
(see Appendix B, 1 — 4). 
Proposition 2.29. Let Te ^(X), let Y be an invariant subspace for T and xeY. If 
r ST^Y =-- 5тП(7(Т\ 7), 
2° 7y.,y(x) = ут{х), 
3° ат{х) с: а(т\ Y) и Ут(х) 
then 
(TTIY{X) = (Тт{х). 
Proof. Recall that we always have (5з|у(х) с: от(х) and ß^jy :D QJ. We have to 
prove that QT\Y{^) = QT{^)^ that is, ^j|y(x) n Q^^Y = ^^(x) n Qj. 
Let us prove that ^Т|У(^) ^ ^T\Y ^ ^т{^) ^ ^т-
Let Я G (5j|y(x) n ßjiyj we have Я G ^^(x) n f2j|y and we have to show that 
Я G ß j . 
If AG^(T| Y), then by 3° (QT{X) З ^ ( Г | У)П^Г(Х)) we obtain Хедт{х) = <5r(x)nßr, 
hence X e Qj-
If Я G (т(Г| Y) and we suppose that Я ^ jQj, that is Я G SJ, by Г, Я G 5j.[y, which is 
false. 
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In order to prove the reverse inclusion, let Я e ôj(x) n Q^; we have Â e c3j(x) n 
n Qr\Y', by 2°, Я G ÔT\Y{^) (^ ^r\Y-
The example described right after Proposition 2.27 shows that condition 3° cannot 
be omitted in Proposition 2.29. 
Remark 2.30. Note that Proposition 2.29 gives another proof of Corollary 2.28. 
Remark 2.31. Condition 2° in Proposition 2.29, Ут\у{^) — Уг{^) {^ ^ ^)^ is fulfilled 
if the set of values of every function T-associated with x is contained in Y. 
This inclusion holds if У is a spectral maximal space for T(the proof is similar to 
that of [5], Ch. 1, Prop. 3.5). 
Since in Example A condition 2° is not fulfilled, we conclude that £^ is not a spectral 
maximal space for C/*. In fact, we can prove this directly. Let ЯеС\{0} with 
|Я| < -i, to = Я, r„ + i = Àt„ + Я". Hence {t,}„^o e /̂  \ E;^ (see [6], Ex. 2.28). Consider 
the subspace of /̂  defined by 
We show that Z is invariant for L/*, (T(1/* | Z) = {Я} = (r(D* | £;), but Z ^ E;^ 
(see Appendix, A, 2). 
We now study condition under which the equality Ö-Ĵ (X) = (tj(x) holds for a fixed 
XEX. 
Proposition 2.32. Let Te^(X), let Y be an invariant subspace for T and xeX. 
Г If (У{Т\ Y) cz (7T{X), then (Гт{х) cz ст^{х). 
2° / / (Г{Т\ Y) с: af{x), then (7т{х) c (т.Дх). 
3° / / ст{Т\ Y) с ат{х) n (jf{x), then (Tf{x) = (jj{x). 
Proof. 1° We prove that Qj{x) cz QT{X). 
Let Яо e QT{^), that is, ÀQ ф О-^(Х); by hypothesis, ÀQ G Q[T\ Y), hence there exists 
(Я/ — T)~^ for Я in a neighbourhood DQ of ÀQ. We want to show that ÀQ E Qf{x) = 
= ôf(x) n Qf. 
Let D с Do be an open neighbourhood of ÀQ and g : D -^ X an analytic function 
with (Я/ - f)g{À) = Ô. Therefore (Я/ -~ T)g{À)E Y and g{À) = (Я/ - Т| 7)"^ . 
.(Я/ - T)g{À)E Y by hypothesis. It follows that g{À)E Y or g\À) = Ö. Hence 
ÀQ E Qf. 
As ÀQ E SJ{X), it follows that there exists an analytic function f : Vp^^ -^ X with 
(Я/ - T)f{À) = X on Кд̂ . Therefore / : F;., -> X defined by /(Я) = / ( I ) , is an 
analytic function and it verifies (Я/ — T)f(À) = x on F;^. 
(If X G 7, then öf(x) = С, so that the second part of the proof is not necessary.) 
2° Let ÀQ Ф<УТ{Х): we know that there exists (Я/ — Т\ Y)~^ on a neighbourhood 
Do of Яо- We have to show that Яо G QT{X) = Sj(x) n Qj. 
Let 0̂  : D -> Z be an analytic function on a neighbourhood D cz DQ of Яо with 
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( ; j - Т) g{À) = 0. By hypothesis, we can write g{?.) = (д/ - т)~^ (AI - T) g{X) = 
= 0, so that g{À) = 0. It follows that Ào ^ ̂ т-
Because ÀQ E Qf{x), there is a neighbourhood D^ of ÀQ and an analytic function 
~ 00 
/ : Z)i -> X such that (A/ - Г)/(л) = x on D,. We can write/(Я) = ^ а„(Я - Яо)" 
for every Я e Z)j. "=o 
We have to find elements b„ E à„ (n '^ 0) such that the analytic function f(X) -
00 
= X b„(l - Яо)" verifies (U - T)f{?.) = x. 
n = 0 
From 
X = (;j - г)/(я) = (;j -t)i а„(я - До)" = 
/1 = 0 
00 
= (ioào - tßo) + I ( â „ - i + Aoö„ - 7û„)(A - AQ)" 
and from the fact that ÀQ E Qf, it follows that 
{ÀQI ~ t) do = X and {Àoi - f) d,, = -d„_ j {n ^ l) . 
The first equality imphes 
(1) (Яо/ -T)ao = x-^ у 
with J G К Now we use the hypothesis ÀQ E Q{T\ Y). For y EY there is ao e Y with 
(2oi — Г) ao = y- It follows from (1) that 
(AQI - T) {ao - ao) - X and bo = ^o - ao , ao e У. 
In the same way we obtain b,. E à„ such that {ÀQI — Т) b„ = — b„_i and thus the 
analytic function / which verifies the required equahty. Hence ÀQ E QT{X)' 
3° Follows from 1° and 2°. 
Corollary 2.33.Let TE ^(X), let Y be an invariant subspace for T and x EX \Y. 
If Y is analytically invariant and (т(Т| Y) cz (7f[x), then 
ö-r(^) = ö ' r (x) . 
Proof. By the first hypothesis, Г has the s.v.e.p.. Now, it is easy to prove that 
Cf^x) CI бг^(х) (even without using the second condition). 
Remark 2.34. It is known ([6], Prop. 2.8, 2.1 and 1.15) that, for TE^{X) and Y 
analytically invariant for T, С7{Т\ Y) с ст{Т) and (т{Т) с а{Т). The hypothesis in 
Corollary 2.33 implies that (7{Т\ Y) c o{t). 
We give three examples related to Proposition 2.32 and Corollary 2.33. In the first 
one, the second condition of Corollary 2.33 is not verified and we construct an ele­
ment X which verifies the equality (Jf{x) = О-^(Х) and another which does not verify 
this equality. In the second example, the second condition of Corollary 2.33 can 
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be fulfilled or it can fail. In the third, the condition 3° of Proposition 2.32 is always 
verified and the equality (tf(x) = CFT{^) is obvious. 
Example s . 1) We use Example B. LQÎ fe ^(К)\ЦК). In Щк) = ЩК)1^(К) 
we denote by / the class of/. 
Denote Dj- = { x e X | / is discontinuous in x}. 
We observe that Dj- is invariant for classes (that is, for every gef, Dg = Dj); 
the converse is not true: one takes/j^ ^^^fi as below, which are not in the same class, 
but have the same set of discontinuity. 
We show that ÖJ^^(/) = Df (see Appendix B, 5 — 6). On the other hand, we prove 
(Appendix B, 3) that (^MSI) = Supp/ . 
Let XQG К and 
Л(х) = { 1 for X = XQ , 2 for X Ф XQ . 
Hence 
^i^Sfi) = {^o} ' but CTMlfi) = к . 
We remark that a{M^ \ ЦК)) ф (TM^fi) {i = 1, 2). 
2) Consider again Example В — the multipHcation by x on ^{K) but with another 
subspace. Let F be closed in С and 
Y, = {fe^{K)\Suppfc:F}. 
Denote by M^ the co-induced operator of M^ on ^{K)lYp. 
We show (Appendix B, 7 — 9) that Yp is analytically invariant for M^ (hence Ml 
has the s.v.e.p.) and that o[M^ | Yp) = Int F. It is easy to prove that о{м1) = К. 
For every / e ^{K) \ Yp, denote £ = X \ Int F and Supp^/ = {xeE\f{x) Ф 0}. 
We have 
^мЛ^^) = ^/^ Supp^/ 
(see Appendix B, 10). 
If we choose fe^{K)\ Yp such that D^ з Int F, then the second condition of 
Corollary 2.33 is fulfilled. It is easy to prove that, in this case, Dj u Supp£/ = Supp / 
(that is а^АП = ^мХ1)\ 
On the other hand, if we consider 
m = {̂  ° '̂̂ '' 12 for X Ф Xo , 
with XQ Ф F, then we have (j^^fo) = K\Int F and (^uXf) = ^? i^ote that the 
second condition of the Corollary is not fulfilled. 
3) Consider Example A. Denote D^ = {Я e C\ \X\ ̂ 1 } . 
We know that au*{x) = D^ for every x e /^. It is easy to prove (Appendix A, 3) 
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that cr(L/* I £^) = {À}, Sfj* = Z)i and c7([/*) = D^, where Ü* denotes the co-induced 
operator of U* on /^/£^- Therefore О-̂ ;*(Х) = D^ for every x e l^jE;^. 
It follows that the condition 3° of Proposition 2.32 is fulfilled. The equahty of the 
local spectra is obvious. 
d) Properties of permanence for the weak spectral equivalence. Using the results 
obtained in c), we can give now some conditions under which the weak spectral 
equivalence is preserved by passing to subspaces or quotient spaces. 
Proposition 2.35. Let T^ e -^{X) and let Y he an invariant subspace for T̂  (/ = 1, 2). 
Suppose that Y is Qj-analytically invariant for T^ and QT\Y — ̂ lifor i = 1, 2. 
/ / Ti - ^ Г2, then Г1 I 7 - ^ T2 I F. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.27. 
Proposition 2.36. Let T,- e <^{X), let Y be an invariant subspace for 1\ (/ = 1, 2). 
Suppose that 
V Sr,.|y = ST^ n a{T, I Y) (f - 1, 2), 
and for every x e У, 
If Ti - " ' T2, then T, I 7 - ^ T2 I Y. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.29. 
Corollary 2.37. Let TIG^{X) and let Y be an analytically invariant subspace 
for Ti {i = 1, 2). / / T, - ^ Г2, then T̂  | 7 - ^ Г^ | 7 
Proposition 2.38. Let Ti G J ^ ( Z ) , let Y be an invariant subspace for Ti {i = 1, 2). 
Suppose that, for every xeX\Y, o{Ti I 7) с GJ.{X) n ö"y.(x). 
If T, ^^ T2, then t, ^^ t^. 
Proof. For xeX\Y, (Tf^(x) = (Tf^x) by Proposition 2.32; obviously for x e Y, 
c^T^x) = сг̂ гС )̂ = -̂ Ti = *̂ Г2 ̂ y Proposition 2.11, b). 
Corollary 2.39. Let Tf G ^ ( X ) , let Y be an analytically invariant subspace for 
Ti {i = 1, 2). Suppose that for every XEX\Y, О{Т; \ 7) с а^.{х) {i = 1, 2). 
If Т^ ^"^ T2, then f^ ^"^ Т2. 
3. WEAK SPECTRAL CONVERGENCE 
a) The semi-metric ]7^. In 2, a) the semi-metric p^ was defined and some of its 
properties were estabhshed, while in 1, a) was defined p{A, B) for two sets A, В a С 
Restricted to nonvoid compact sets, p is a metric (the Hasudorff metric). 
Consider now i f (Z) with the topology generated by p^^ and Jf = {K a С\К com-
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pact} with the topology given by the metric p. With respect to these topologies, we 
have 
Proposition 3.1. a) The map I : ̂ {X) -> Jf defined by 1{Т) = (х{Т) is a con­
traction. 
b) For every x eX, the map I^ ' ^{X) -> Ж defined by ^x{T) — Oj{x) is a con­
traction. 
Proof, a) We use Lemma 1.4: 
K<T,), < r , ) ) = ^( и <^TX^I и CTrM = 
xeX ysX 
= sup inf 3{ar^{x), ОТХУ)) й sup о{(ТтХх\ ^ r̂̂ W) = ^w{Tu T2) , 
xeX yeX xeX 
therefore К^Г^), ^(Гз) й Ру,{Т^, Т )̂ by symmetry, 
b) For a fixed x, obviously 
о{атХ^), ^r^W) ^ sup (̂ö-ĵ X )̂' ^r^W) = ^Л^и T2) 
xeX 
SO that р{ат,(^),аг^{х)) ^ р^{Т,, Т^). 
Remark 3.2. With the notation from Sec. 1, for T ,̂ T2 G ^(X), the following 
inequalities hold: 
p{a{T,l (j(T,)) ^ рДТ„ T^) й P{T,, T,), 
P{OTXXI аф)) S р^{Т,, Т^) й р{Т,, Т^) . 
The inequalities between the first and the third terms are known ([l], II, Prop. 1.4 
and 1.7). 
For non-void ^ in С and r > 0 denote 
C{A, r) = [ke C\ dist (Л, Я) ^ r} . 
Lemma 3.3. Let T^, T2 e ^(X) with p^{T^, T2) < e. For ij = 1, 2, i Ф ;, 
a) сг .̂(х) с C((Tĵ (̂x), e) (\/)ХЕХ, 
b) Xj^F) с XTJ{C{F, S)) (V)F С С closed. 
Proof, a) is obvious from the definition of p^. 
b) Let X e Zp^F), that is, CTJ^X) С F. We need x eXjJ^C^F, e), that is, (^Tii^) ^ 
c: C(F, e). 
Let AGÖ-J^W CZ C(O'7^XX), e) (by a)); CTĴ ^X) being compact, there is iieojji^x) 
with |Я — /x| ^ e. But Cjii^) ^ ^' Thus we obtain, for À e o^^^x), 3. fxe F with 
|Я - /i| g 8. It follows that c^Tii^) ^ ^(-^' ^)-
b) Weak spectral convergence. Definition 3.4. Let T„, TQ e if (X). We say that 
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the sequence [Т„] converges weakly spectrally to Го if 
lim p^(T,„ To) = 0 . 
/ i-^oo 
We denote this by T„ ->^~'P TQ 
Remark 3.5. Note that the weak spectral limit is not unique, but any two limits 
of a sequence are weakly equivalent. 
Remark 3.6. If T„, TQ e ^(X), it is obvious that the spectral convergence (see 
Definition l.ll) implies the weak spectral convergence. This is not true if T„ ф ^{X). 
Example. Let (7* e if(P) be the adjoint of the unilateral shift and 7], = (l/n) I/*. 
In this case Г„ -^'^ 0, but T„ -+^^-^P 0. 
Indeed, 
з̂р(о, r„) = j j r „ , 0 ) = ПЕ \\{т„коГХ"" = Î™ -\\{u*TV"" = - it^llsp = -, 
m->oo m-*co У1 fl IÎ 
therefore it converges to zero. 
On the other hand, (5ДГ„, 0) = sup Ô{(JJ^{X), Ö-O(X)). For x = 0, сгу̂ (̂О) = 
xeX 
= (^(i/n)u*{0) = {^ln)ou*{0) = (l/n)i)i = i)(i/„) and D^^i„^ is not void {D^^j„^ = 
= {À\ \À\ g Ijn}), but (7o(0) = 0, because 0 e ^(Z). 
We obtain Ô{(7TJ0), СГО(О)) = ^(D^/^), 0) = oo for every n, therefore ô^{T„, 0) and 
рДТ„, 0) are infinite. Hence рДГ^, 0) -+-> 0. 
Proposition 3.7. //T„, To e ^ (Z) and T„ ->^-^P ГО, r/î n 
Ump{cT(T„),a{T))=^0. 
П-* 00 
Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 3.1, a). 
Theorem 3.8. Let Г„, TQ G if(Z) wzY/z T„ ->^-^P ГО- / / Ö / / Г„ (« ^ 1) /zöt;e Г/ze 5.t;.e./7., 
then TQ has the s.v.e.p. as well. 
Proof. Let г > 0 and n ^ n^ such that p^{T„; TQ) < s. We have ô^{To, T„) = 
= sup Ô((TT^(X), (TTS^)) ^ '̂ ^̂  ^̂ ^̂  ^̂ ^ every x, (̂̂ •^ (̂x), Ö-7̂ (̂X) < e. In particular 
for X = 0: Ô(ST^, STJ < e. By hypothesis, S^^ = 0. If we suppose Sj^ ф 0, then 
S{ST^, 0) = 00 < г. Therefore Sj^ = 0. 
Theorem 3.9. Let T„, To e ^(X) with T„ ->^~'P TQ. / / all T„ {n ^ 1) are decom­
posable, then so is TQ, 
Proof. Го has the s.v.e.p. by Theorem 3.8. 
Now the proof is similar to that in [2], Th. 2.7, using Lemma 3.3 instead of [2], 
Cor. 2.5 and Proposition 3.1 instead of [2], Prop. 2.2. 
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JPWV-'/I' ^ m) 0 
for m, П ~-> 00. Suppose that рД'̂ м^ ^o) ~* 0. By Proposition 3.7, lim p(cr(T„j, <х(Го)) = 
n 
= 0. But ог(Т„) = i)(i/„) and Hmp(D(i/„), {0}) = 0. The limit in J T being unique, 
n 
it follows that O{TQ) = {0} and hence Sj^ = 0. But this is impossible (the proof is 
the same as in the previous example). 
APPENDIX 
Some of the results (Al, B3) are known, but we give them for the sake of com­
pleteness. 
A. THE ADJOINT OF THE UNILATERAL SHIFT 
Let l^ be the space of square-summable sequences (of complex numbers) and JJ 6 
e ^ ( /^ ) the unilateral shift on 1̂ , given by 
Let (7* be the adjoint of U. Hence 
t/*(^o,^i,^2,---) = (^i'^2,Ç3,---)> [Quel'. 
1. (7* has not the s.v.e.p. Let œ с {Я| |я| > 1} be an open set and / : со -^ /̂  an 
analytic function such that (Я/ - t/*)/(A) = 0 on œ\ that is {XI - I/*) {/„(Я)}„^о = 
= 0 on Ш. We obtain Я/„(Я) - A + i(A) = 0, so that /„(Я) = Я"/о(>^)- Suppose 
/о(Я) + 0. 
We have {Л(Я)}„^о e l\ that is the series f |Я|2" |/о(Я)|2 = |/о(Я)р f [Aĵ " must 
be convergent, which is impossible, because |Я| > L We conclude that /о(Я) = 0, 
hence /„(A) = 0 (V)n. 
Hence (D с {Я| |Я| > 1} implies that со cz Ô y*, so that {Я| |Я| > 1} c Q^^. 
Now, for every Я Ф 0 with |Я| < 1 we have (Я/ - ^/*){Я"}„^о = 0 and the 
function Я -> {Я"}„^о is analytic and фО. Hence Я does not belong to any open set 
of analytic uniqueness со^А e f)Z(o = C(Jco = Ши* = Su*. 
Therefore {Я| 0 < |Я| < 1} с Su*, so that by passing to the closure, {Я| |Я| g 1} с: Su*, 
or {Я| |Я| > 1} cz ßj;*. Hence ß^/* = {Я| |Я| > 1} and Su* = {Я e C| |Я| ^ 1}. 
We have denoted by E^^ the eigenspace corresponding to Яо(0 < UQI < •^). 
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2. £яо is not a spectral maximal space for U*. Define, for Яо e С \ {0} with 
a) Z is invariant under (7*. 
Let Z = (гЯо + cct„}„^Q E Z. 
= {(гЯо ~ a) À"Q + (аЯо) л̂}п о̂ e Z . 
b) Z Ф £̂ Q obviously. 
c) (TIV^ I Z) = {Яо}, that is, for every À Ф Яо. (̂ ^ - t/* | Z) is invertible. 
a) Let z 6 Z with (Я/ - U*) z = 0. 
Note that r„ = Я̂ ""̂  - nXl'-^z = {z„]„^o with Zo = г + аЯо, z„ = rÀl + аЯ^""^-
- anÀl~^ (n ^ 1) and (Я/ - (7*) z = 0. 
Therefore, for every n ^ 1, 
ЯгЯ"о - гЯ"о''' = а(-ЯЯ"о"'' + Я"о"'̂  - nÀ^ + пЯЯ"о"'), 
гЯ"о(Я - Яо) =̂  аЯГ^Я - Яо)(-Я^ + п) . 
We divide by Яо~ (̂Я — Яо) ф О and obtain rÀg = ос{п - Яо). 
If we suppose ос Ф О, letting n -^ оо, we obtain а contradiction. Therefore a = О, 
so that r = 0. It follows that z = 0. 
Hence (Я/ — L/* | Z) is injective. 
ß) Let у = {гоЯо + «0̂ «}«- Let us find r and a in С such that (Я/ - L/*) z = у 
where z = {гЯ'о + afJ„^o-
Take 
Therefore 
a = and 
Я — Яо Я — Яо v̂ '- ~" '̂ о) 
Го^о О^оЯо OCQÎ,J 
- Яо (Я - Яо)̂  
and (Я/ - l/*)z = {гоЯ^ + ао^„}„^о = Ĵ -
Hence (Я/ — С/* | Z) is also surjective. 
3. a) It is obvious that (7(1/* | E;^) = {Я}. 
b) We know that ^'((7*) cz (T(Ü*) U (T(L/* | E^) and (J(Ü*) С (T((7*) U (T(U* | £я) 
(see, for instance, [6], Prop. L14). Hence D^ с (T{Ü^) U {Я} с D^, that is (J([ /*) U 
u {Я} = Dj, so that ö-(l/*) = i)i(ö-([/*) being closed, it cannot equal D^ \ {Я}). 
c) l7* has not the s.v.e.p., because Ея is not analytically invariant for (7*. Hence 
Sjy^ Ф 0. It is known (see, for instance, [3], Prop. 1.1.1) that S^* <= S^* u (7(t/* | Ея) 
and Sjj* cz Su* u (7(C/* I £я)- Therefore Sj;* с D^ and D^ c: S^* u {Я}, so that 
SD* U {Я} = D^ and we conclude in the same way that S^* = Dj. 
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в. THE MULTIPLICATION BY x IN ЩК) 
Let К be compact in C, J'(K) = {f :K -^ C\f bounded} with the sup-norm 
denoted by || ||o, and ^{К) = {f :K -^ C\f continuous}. 
Let M^ E ̂ {^(K)) be defined by MJ{x) = xf(x) (V) XEK. 
It is known that (^(M^) = K. 
1. M^ has the s.v.e.p. Let D be an open connected set in С and Ы h : D -^ J ' ( K ) 
be an analytic function with (Я/ — M^) //; = 0 for every Àe D, that is (Я — x) /z^(x) = 
= 0 for every Xe D and x еК. 
Let CO = D n CK; it is an open set. Suppose that it is not void. For Àe со, хеК 
we have Я — x ф 0, so that h;,{x) = 0 for every x e K, that is h;^ = 0 for every ÀE со: 
because h is analytic and со is open in D, it follows that h = 0 on D. 
If CO = 0, then D cz K. Fix ÀQ E D. We have [ÀQ — x) h;^^[x) = 0. For x Ф Яо 
we have /тяо(х) = 0, so that h;^^(x) = аяо̂ (Яо}(-̂ )- Note that we can take â ^ = 1. We 
show that such a function cannot be analytic with respect to Я (it is not continuous). 
Let 0 < e < 1 and let Я fulfil |Я — Яо| < г. Therefore 
\\h,o - ^я||о = sup \h,Xx) - h;^{x)\ = sup \xuo}{^) - Хш{х)\ = 
хеК хеК 
Го for X Ф Я , X Ф Ял 
= sup <̂  = 1 ^ 8 . 
хеК [^ ^^^ X = Л o r X = Яо 
2. ^ (К) is analytically invariant for М^, Let со be an open set in С and g : CD -^ 
-> J'(K) an analytic function with {XI - M^) g^ E ^ ( K ) . Therefore (Я/ - M^) g^ = 
= /д with f : CO -^ ^{^) analytic (/я(х) = (Я - x) gj^x) and о̂я is analytic). We 
have to prove that g^^ e ^(K). 
For every x Ф Я, gx{^) = fx{^)li^ — ^), hence О'Я is continuous on К \ {Я}. From 
the definition of/я we have/я(Я) = 0 (Я ^ со n К). 
00 
Because f^'.cx)-^ ^ ( ^ ) is an analytic function, we have /я = X ^x,n('̂  ~" ^)" 
/j = 0 
with a ^ „ e ^ ( K ) , «_̂  о = / J C the series being convergent whenever |Я — x| < 
< dist (x, Fr cû). 
00 00 
Therefore /д(х) = ^ a^,„(x) (A - x)" = ^ a^,„(x) (A - x)" (because fl^,oW = 
= /^(x) = 0)and "=° "=' 
Я — X и = 1 
hence Ит/я(.х:)/(Я — x) exists and is equal to a^^ix). 
For ß ^ À, fi in the domain of convergence of the series, we have 
fl — л 
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Hence there exists 
/ | -*Я Д-+Я jU — À 
On the other hand, g;^ is analytic, so that g^(X) = Hm gfi{X). Hence Ö'AW = ^лдW 
and ^д is continuous also in À. ^"^ 
3. For every / е^(К) ,ам. ( / ) = Supp/ . We prove that ^л/^/) = С \ { х | / ( х ) ф О } . 
Let Яо e С \ {x | / (x ) Ф 0}: there is a neighbourhood F/^ of /IQ with the property 
that f{x) = 0 for every X E К г\ F/^. We take F̂ ^ open with the property that ÀQ e 
e F,, с F,, CI Vi Denote J ^ dist (F^,, CP^̂ J. Define ^ :F , , - . Ш{К) by 
№ for Х Ф Я 
^яМ = и - X 
[ о for X = Я . 
Note that g{x) = 0 for every x еК n F/^ (because /I e F^̂  cz F;JJ. For x EK n 
nZVl we have \g,{x)\ = |/(х)/(Я - x)| S Ц/Цо/^ because AeF,^ and x ^ F^. 
Therefore Ц̂ яЦо ^ |l/llo/^, tbat is д,Е^{ку 
It is obvious that g is analytic as a function of Я and that (Я — x) g^i^) = /(•^)-
Hence С \ Supp / с ^л/..(/)-
Let now Я G (x | / (x ) Ф 0}. Suppose that there exist a neighbourhood F;̂  of Я and 
^ : F^ ~> ^(X) with (Я — x) gj^x) = / (x) for every XEK, For x = Я, /(Я) ф 0 and 
0 . ^ДЯ) = /(Я). This is a contradiction. Hence Я e o^J^f). 
It follows that {x | / (x ) Ф 0} с (Гд^^/), so shat {х]7{х) Ф 0} с а^Д/ ) , or 
4. For every fE^é{K), С)м^\<ё(К){/) = Supp/ . The proof is the same as above; 
g;^ is continuous for / continuous. 
We recall that, for fe ^(К), Dj = {x e K | / is discontinuous in x} and that we 
denoted by / the class of/ in J^(K)/^(X). 
5. For every gEf, Dg = Df. Suppose that D j \ D ^ Ф 0. Let xEDf\Dg. We 
know that g = f + с [cE ^(K)); с and g are continuous in x, but / is not. This is 
a contradiction. 
Analogously, Dg\Df = 0. 
6. For every /6 J'(K) \ ^(К), (x^^J/) = 5 / . We show that 
Qj^Sf) = '^^^f = {C\K)ulnt{xEK\f continuous in x} . 
Let Яо e Qici^f)' there exist со -^ ÀQ and an analytic function g : со -^ ^(К)1^{К) 
w i t h ( Я / - M , ) ^ ^ = / f o r every Я e со. Therefore 
(1) (Я - x) g;^{x) = / (x ) + фя(^) 
for every leco, XEK, where (/)̂  e ^(X) and Я -> ф^ is analytic. 
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On со n к, the function x -> <^Дх) is continuous. This follows immediately from 
the inequality 
and from the analyticity of ^д (for the first term) and from the continuity of cp (for 
the second). 
If À e CO n K, we take x = Л in (l); we obtain /(A) = — cp;^(À), therefore / is conti-
nuous in À; hence x eK\ Dj. 
И fe a)\K, then Àe C\K. Therefore QnXf) ^ ^^ ^j-
Let now ÀQG C\ Dj- = [C\K) и Int {x еК\/ continuous in x}. 
If ÀoeC\K = Q(M^), then ÀQ G ^ M ^ ( / ) . 
If AQ G Int {л: Gi^ j / continuous in x], there exists K̂ ^ с F;̂ ^ c: F/^ c= {x | / con­
tinuous in x], so that there exists V;^^ cz K̂ ^ cz F ^ w i t h / |̂ ^̂  continuous. 
Define с : К ~> Ccontinuous and such that c\y^^ = ~f\v^^ and О'Я • Я̂о "^ ^(i^) by 
[ О for Я - X . 
Note that о я̂(х) = О on F^ ,̂ so о̂я ̂ s bounded, (Я/ — M^) ^я = / 
It follows that A Q G ^ ^ Ï J / ) ; therefore C\ Df a g^Jf) cz C\ Dj- and C\Dj 
and Qf^iXf) ^^^ open sets. We conclude that Q]Çf^[f) = С \ 5 / . 
We denote Yp = {/e ^(X) | S u p p / c: F} for F closed in C. 
7. 7p is analytically invariant for M^. Let f : D -^ ЩК) be an analytic function 
with (Я/ ~ Mxjfx ^ ^F for every Xe D. Therefore (Я/ - M^)f;, = g^ with Я -> g^ 
analytic and gx e Yp for every Я G D. We can show as in the case of ^{K) that /я is 
continuous. Now, we know that (Я— х)/я(х) = б я̂(̂ ) for every x G X; it follows that 
Supp/я = Supp gi<=: F. Hence /я G Yp. 
8. Yj- = YiiüT- Note that i f / is continuous, then {x | / (x ) ф 0} is an open set. 
Hence, if we require Supp / a F,F cannot have the void interior (F з [x | / (x) ф 0}). 
Now the following equivalences are obvious: 
S u p p / e F o { x | / ( x ) Ф 0} с Fo{x\f{x) Ф 0} c: Int F <4> 
о S u p p / с Int F , 
and the statement follows. 
9. (7{M^ I Yp) = Int F. a) We prove that Int F с а{М^ | Yp), whence Int F cz 
c: a(M, I 7^). 
Let Яо G ^(М^ I 7j.); it follows that (ÀQI - M^ \ Yp) is surjective, thus for every 
g G Yp, in particular ^̂  with Suppö' с F, there is / e 7jr. with (Яо/ - M ^ ) / = g, 
or (Яо - x) / (x) = ^(x) for every xeK, Note that S u p p / = Suppé^ = F, so that 
{ x | / ( x ) Ф 0} с Int F. 
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From/(x) = g{x)l{À - x) it follows that the problem of existence of/(x) is not 
trivial only at the points at which g(x) Ф 0, that is, at those at which f(x) Ф 0. ÀQ. 
must be different from those points, therefore Яо e С Int F. 
b) We prove that Ö'(M^ | Yp) c: F. This, in virtue of 8, implies that а(М^ | Yp) cz 
с Int F. 
Let ÀQ E CF. We prove that (ÀQI ~ M^ | У̂ ) is invertible. 
Indeed, let/G Yp with [k^I - M^)f = 0, that is {XQ - x)f{x) = 0 for every xeK. 
Let X bs such that /(х)фО, that is x e Int Supp/ с F. Because XQ e CF, we also have 
Яо — X Ф 0, a contradiction. Hence/ ~ 0. 
Let now g e Yp. Define 
f(x) = U^- X 
[ 0 for X = Ло . 
Therefore [XQI — M^)f = g and Supp/ = Supp g a F, Хдф F, hence/e Yp. 
Denote F = Z \ Int F and Supp^/ = {x^F | / (x ) Ф 0}. 
10. For e\eTyfG^K)\Yp, Oj^^r{f) = Df и Supp^/. We prove that 
Qi^Af) = (C \X) u [iC \ {Df u Supp^/)] . 
a) Analogously to 6 we show that 
(C \iC) U [X \ (D^ U Supp^/)] c: Q^Af) • 
We obtain Fĵ  from the continuity of/; on the other hand, XQ ф Supp^/, therefore 
there exists W;^^ such that /(x) = 0 for every x e X \ Int F, x e W;,^. 
Now we define a continuous mapping с : К -^ C, such that с|тг1^тГо ^ "~/!ЖГ7̂ Г̂РГ» 
and с = 0 outside PF̂^ n F^̂ . 
Let X 6 К \ Int F; if X e Жд̂  n Кя̂ , then /(x) = 0, so that c(x) = 0 as well. If 
x^ И̂яо '^ я̂о ^^^^ с == 0 by definition. Therefore x e X x I n t F implies c(x) = 0, 
so that {x I c(x) Ф 0} c: Int F cz F, hence Supp с cz F. 
It follows that с e Yp, which was required. 
b) Let now XQ e QjÇfAf)- We have to show that XQ e ŒU{K n CD̂  n С Supp^/), 
If Яо G CK, we have nothing to prove. 
If Яо e K, we use the hypothesis: there is an open set œ -^ XQ and there is an analytic 
function / / : Ш -> Щку with {XF - Щ) h^ - f on со, that is 
(1) ^Xr-x)h,{x)-f{x) = g,{x) 
with X ^ g;^ analytic, Ö'A e 7^ for every Xe œ. 
We show as in 6) that XQEK\ Df .It remains to prove that XQEK\ Supp^/ = 
= К n C{xeX\In tF | / (x ) Ф 0} = К n Int ({x |/(x) = 0} u CK u Int F). 
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We know that XQEK and that there is an open set w, со -> XQ. Let us prove that 
€0 cz {x I f{x) = 0} u CiC u Int F. 
Let XecD\ if Я G Int F, the proof is finished. If Я e С Int F = CF and Я e CX, the 
proof is also finished. Let Я e K, Я e CF. 
We know that Supp g^ с F, so that О'Я being continuous, {x | ^^(x) ф 0} с Int F, 
hence CF с {x | g^{x) = 0}. Hence Ö'AW = ^ ^i^^' taking x = Я in (l), we obtain 
/(Я) = О, what we needed. 
The rest of the proof proceeds as in 6). 
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